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f it’s true that we learn more about ourselves during tough times than in easy ones, 2009 must have been highly
educational for many in our three towns—governments and school districts included. We struggled to balance
household and municipal budgets, grimaced through a priest’s sex abuse trial, watched beloved businesses
close their doors for good, and in three separate incidents, mourned victims of a high profile murder, suicide and
house fire.
So what did we learn? We learned two of our towns trust the hands that have guided them for many years and that
the third believes in a homegrown lawyer’s leadership. We learned a lot of folks are willing to give up raises to keep colleagues employed. We learned Beacon Falls looks pretty good on the big screen, Prospect is home to a $10,000 golf
swing, and Naugatuck claims one of the world’s most persistent swimmers—welcome distractions, all. And we learned
we’re willing to fight for what we believe in, whether it be for or against a coach’s job, an open parcel of land or a teachers’ union’s concessions.
We might have learned we’re proud of our hometowns, but we already knew that.
craving and a new hockey stick, but the rest of the money
will be saved for college.

9. Beacon Falls hits the silver
screen in Revolutionary Road

Mike Erickson
got a headstart
on his college
savings when he
pocketed
$10,000 for a
hole-in-one at
the Ryan Olsen
Golf Classic.

10. Prospect boy sinks holein-one, wins $10,000
Summary: Every golfer dreams of acing a hole; few, if
any, imagine any reward besides a lifetime of bragging
rights, a little, white souvenir, and maybe a congratulatory
notice on the clubhouse bulletin board. But when Mike
Erickson, a 12-year-old boy from Prospect, sank a hole-inone this spring, he took home 10 grand.
From the June 26 edition, by Callum Borchers: The
called shot no longer belongs to the Babe—or to baseball—
alone.
“He called it,” Larry Erickson said. “‘Play the right side
of the green.’ [I was like,] ‘Shut up. Hit the ball.’ It was great.
We were going nuts. I just wish there was video of it.”
“It” is a hole-in-one by Larry’s son, Mike. The Long
River Middle School student aced the 151-yard, par-3 ninth
hole at the Golf Club at Oxford Greens June 8, using a 4hybrid (the kid’s 12, OK).
“It was just like, hit it to this point. I promise it’s going
to roll on,” recalled Mike’s golf instructor, Bob Clark, who
witnessed the shot. “Next thing you know, it’s tracking, it’s
tracking, it’s tracking. And it just disappears. It was a shot
that he actually hit very well.”
“We all went nuts,” Mike said, with a grin. “My dad
picked me up. We dropped the club. We actually stayed
there for a couple minutes …”
The setup was perfect. Larry had missed the green left,
Clark was right, and the other member of their foursome,
Mark Simmons, left his ball short. It was up to Mike to salvage the hole by getting one ball on the green.
He did a little more than that.
“I had never seen [a hole-in-one],” Larry said, “so to
watch that ball disappear was amazing. It was amazing.”
Pretty cool, right? Well, it gets better. Mike’s perfect
swing didn’t happen on some casual outing—it happened
at the Ryan Olsen Golf Classic, a charity event that offered
$10,000 to anyone who could find the cup from the ninth
tee.
“He goes, ‘Look, Dad—$10,000,’” Larry said. “I go, ‘Yeah
right.’ He goes ‘No, really. If I win that, I’m going to fix your
car.’ He left his scooter out in the driveway. It damaged my
car.”
Larry and his wife, Carla, aren’t holding Mike to his
promise, but the Ericksons did place some restrictions on
their son’s winnings. Mike’s getting the laptop he’s been

Summary: Beacon Falls might never be described as
glamorous, but its small-town look and feel are exactly what
brought Dreamworks Studios to the valley during filming of
the Oscar-nominated movie Revolutionary Road. A local
farm hosted Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Winslet and the film’s
crew for two days during the summer of 2007, and
Revolutionary Road was released Jan. 23, 2009. Beacon
Falls’ cameo left the town with some big-time exposure, a
little extra cash and one heck of a memento.
From the Jan. 23 edition, by Callum Borchers: Most
movie buffs collect memorabilia of their favorite film:
posters, action figures, retractable, glowing lightsabers.
Beacon Falls resident Joe Mylen owns an entire
Revolutionary Road set.
“I says to the producers, ‘I don’t know what you’re going
to do with that farm stand when you’re done, but I’d love to
have it. I’ll sell vegetables out of it,’” said Mylen, whose 10acre farm was the award-winning film’s backdrop for two
days during the summer of 2007. “They said, ‘Joe, you’ve
been such a gracious host that you can have it.’”
Mylen now sells veggies at Joe’s Farm Stand from May
to October. So when Revolutionary Road opens Friday
night, local moviegoers might—like the film’s protagonists,
Frank and April Wheeler—have a hard time escaping the
familiarity of life in Connecticut.
To capture on camera the celebrated novel by Richard
Yates, set in 1950s suburbia of the Constitution State, director Sam Mendes and his crew filmed in Darien, Norwalk,
Stamford, Fairfield, Trumbull, Bridgeport, Thomaston and,
of course, Beacon Falls. First Selectwoman Susan Cable says
viewers will know when their hometown appears on the big
screen.
“The fight at the vegetable stand—that’s what they
should be looking for,” Cable said, referring to Mylen’s
movie-set-turned-seasonal-business. “Kate [Winslet, as
April] and Leonardo [DiCaprio, as Frank] sitting in the car,
having a strong disagreement, in front of the stand.
And if they look high and
mighty, they might see some
lights in the background of
Beacon Falls.”

dents and business owners.
Though many ideas were proposed, they largely
emphasized beautifying the district and, in turn, attracting
more local business.
A priority, it seems, is to do something with a boarded
up, mostly-abandoned building on the corner of North
Main Street and Prospect Street (Route 68), where Exit 28
leaves Route 8 motorists—an area where Stacy Jagello, a
lifelong Union city resident, can recall trick-or-treating as a
child, an amusing notion given the area’s current state.
Resident Bill Tripp said the borough should “pressure”
the owner to do something about the “eyesore,” adding, “I
don’t even want to ride through Union City—it just looks
like crap.”

7. Both softball teams reach
state semifinals
Summary: After reaching the Class LL state championship game in 2008, and with all-everything hurler Alana
Wesche returning to the pitcher’s circle in 2009, Naugatuck
was a popular pick to play deep into the postseason again
this spring. Woodland, on the other hand, was expected to
be a solid but forgettable also-ran in a league dominated by
Seymour and the Greyhounds. Instead, the Hawks closed
the regular season with 10 straight victories, capped by a
thrilling, last-inning comeback win over Naugy. The Black
and Gold then beat NHS again in the Naugatuck Valley
League tournament, advanced to the NVL title game, and
later matched the Hounds by reaching the state semis.
From the June 19 edition, by Callum Borchers:
Woodland softball coach Loren Luddy didn’t take the team
bus to Wednesday’s Class M semifinal against No. 3 St.
Joseph. She believed so strongly in her sixth-seeded Hawks
that she that she drove her own car, planning to scout the
team’s championship opponent in the second semi.
Even though the Black and Gold didn’t give their coach
a reason to stay for game two, they gave Luddy—and themselves—plenty of reasons to believe.
Senior pitcher Kelley Mollor was masterful, if not overpowering. She struck out only three Eagles batters but
matched St. Joe pitcher Micki Keltos (13 strikeouts) score-

8. Union City
takes baby
steps toward
revitalization
Summary: While revitalization has been a borough buzz word for several
years, it was attributed
almost exclusively to the
$710 million downtown
Renaissance Place project.
But with that effort slowed
She pitched brilliantly, but
by balky investors in an
Kelley Mollor could only watch
unstable economic environas Ashley Peel circled the bases,
ment, Naugatuck leaders
after her game-winning homer.
and residents this year
spent time on a smallerscale revitalization initiative
less frame for scoreless frame. Through nine innings, the
in Union City.
From the Sept. 18 edition, by Brendan Cox: Concerned dueling right-handers had surrendered just five hits
Union City constituents shared their thoughts about clean- between them.
Each allowed one more in the 10th—two powerful
ing up the blighted area Tuesday night at a public forum of
the Union City Revitalization subcommittee, an initiative drives to left field—the difference was the hit allowed by
spearheaded by Second Deputy Mayor Mike Ciacciarella, Mollor sailed 230 feet off the bat of Ashley Peel, touching
burgesses Bob Neth and Hank Kuczenski, and local resi- down in the bleachers for a solo home run.
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From the June 19 edition, by Ernie Bertothy:
Naugatuck softball coach Kevin Wesche has seen some
good teams during his time with the Greyhounds. However,
he said this season’s team was the best he’s coached.
“I must admit, this team has to be tops,” Wesche said.
“Even though last year’s team will never be forgotten for all
they accomplished [reaching the state final], this year’s
team took on a whole new personality of its own.”
He came to a notable conclusion in the days following
Naugatuck’s 5-4, extra-inning loss to Waterford in a Class L
state tournament semifinal game last week in Middletown.
The Greyhounds ended the season with a 19-5 record and
with the Naugatuck Valley League’s Copper Division title.
The team’s personality, coupled with its senior leadership and attention to detail made it a unique group to
coach.
“It would be hard to get mad at mistakes in practice
because they would turn it into a humorous situation, refocus and get back to work,” Wesche said. “Individually they
may have been harder on themselves than the coaching
staff would be, so corrections were easily implemented and
we moved on.”

6. Sign of the times: Rossi
Shoes shutters after 55 years
Summary: Certainly, it was not the only local business
to close this year, but it was the most recognizable. Rossi
Shoes was a Naugatuck institution for 55 years, the embodiment of a family business, founded by a hall-of-fame boxer
who eventually passed it along to his great niece. In 2009,
however, the store symbolized those businesses’ plights—
crippled and ultimately killed by the economic recession.
From the July 17 edition, by Callum Borchers: It was at
a family Christmas party in 2006 that Kim Pruchnicki told
her great uncle Joe she was interested in taking over his
shoe store whenever he was ready to retire.
“She said, ‘Whenever you get to sell it, let me know,’”
Joe says.
“I think he was surprised that anyone in the family
would be interested in trying to keep it going,” Pruchnicki
adds. “And I think that was a part of me too. I just really
wanted to keep the family name going in town.”
Pruchnicki is a lifelong Naugatuck resident, a self-proclaimed romantic who remembers the days when the borough’s downtown teemed with Uniroyal workers milling
about on their lunch breaks, when kids could hit up a movie
theater, ice cream shop and candy store, all on one strip.
Most of all, she remembers Rossi Shoes at its longtime
home at 70 Church Street.
“I was always kind of nostalgic about the store. And I
thought it was cool that it was downtown, and you know our
town is … it’s a beautiful town,” Pruchnicki says, after a
pause. “[Running the store] was something I always thought
about. It was actually something I kind of dreamt about one
night, and I took it as a sign.”
Kim bought the store in the fall of 2007—“I gave her a
good deal,” Joe says—and, at first, she was optimistic about
sustaining the family business, despite competition from
box stores that didn’t exist when she was growing up.
“I think it was within a week of where I had decided to

A flood closed Rossi Shoes
temporarily less than a year
after it opened in 1954.

start this venture, and they passed the Renaissance [Place
revitalization project],” Kim says. “So I was in my glory. I was
like, ‘Oh my God. People want to move this town forward.’”
The promise of a $710 million plan to reinvigorate the
borough’s post-industrial economy helped Pruchnicki
believe Rossi Shoes still was viable.
She appeared to be right.
“It was going really well, actually,” she says. “It was
holding its own.”
Pruchnicki says sales that first fall were “wonderful,”
and that the spring of 2008 was good also—so good, in fact,
that she increased her inventory for fall 2008, thinking the
second year would be even better than the first.
“So I got all the inventory in, and then the market
crashed,” Kim says. “My sales dropped about 75 percent
after that.”
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5. Plasky wins back Naugy
football coaching post

13
these unions and department heads for agreeing to take
freezes during these difficult economic times,” Bronko said.
Bronko made the no-increase request to six unions
whose contracts expire June 30 and is also negotiating with
the police union, whose deal is up in 2010.
“The nurses are very aware of the fiscal crisis affecting
the nation, the state and the borough. They understand the
limitations the borough has,” said Mary Florio, who represented the VNA during contract talks. “We were very
straightforward and clear about what they could and couldn’t do. … The borough was also straightforward and clear.
We all want our patients to continue to be well-served.”

Summary: Messy, messy, messy. The Naugatuck Board
of Education got a preview of big crowds to come when it
heard NHS football coach Rob Plasky’s appeal of his nonrenewal this spring. What made the public hearings so sordid was that the main topic was money, rather than football. Plasky was accused of mishandling team funds, and he
and several players believed school administrators were
attempting to damage his reputation by implying that he
might have stolen cash. An
attorney for the administration later clarified that the
The writing was on the wall for Republican
coach was not accused of
Mike Bronko, who watched Democratic
theft, and the board ruled
challenger Bob Mezzo win the
Plasky could return to his
mayor’s seat in May.
job. He led the Greyhounds
to a 4-6 record in 2009.
From the May 8 edition, by Callum Borchers:
Head football coach Rob
Plasky can return to the
sidelines next fall. In the
third and final chapter of a
month-long public hearing
process, the Board of
Education overturned, by a
5-2 vote, the school administration’s decision to not
renew Plasky for the 2009
season.
After a brief executive
session, it took only 25 minutes for the board to deliberate and vote in front of a
packed Naugatuck High
School resource center,
which again teemed with
more than 100 anxious
spectators. When board
member Thomas McKirryher cast the fourth and deciding
vote in the coach’s favor, many in the audience sprang to
their feet like jacks-in-the-box, applauding vigorously.
As soon as the meeting adjourned, Greyhounds assistant coach Chuck Rek rushed to be the first to embrace
Summary: Following a national trend, Naugatuck votPlasky, flashing some of the speed with which former NHS ers welcomed the change promised by Democrats and
standout pursued opposing quarterbacks in the 1970s. As shifted the balance of power in the borough. After victories
scores of others hugged him and shook his hand, Plasky’s by mayoral challenger Bob Mezzo and burgess candidates
mouth produced a ceaseless stream of thank yous.
Mike Ciacciarella and Hank Kuczenski, the Board of Mayor
Plasky was accused of mishandling money he collected and Burgesses flipped from a 6-4 Republican majority to a
for transportation to a June 2008 football camp at Central 7-3 Democratic one.
Connecticut State University. Specifically, he requested payFrom the May 8 edition: This time, it was, indeed, a
ments be made in cash and later deposited surplus money happy birthday for Bob Mezzo. Six years after the Democrat
into the Quarterback Club, the team’s booster club, instead lost his first mayoral bid to Republican Ron San Angelo on
of returning the money directly to players.
the day he turned 32, Mezzo ousted incumbent Republican
Tindall-Gibson testified March 23 that the Board of Mayor Mike Bronko on the eve of his 38th birthday.
Education has no extracurricular fund management guideMezzo captured almost 60 percent of the vote Monday,
lines. A recent audit of the board identified, for the second defeating Bronko, 3,663-2,455, to knock the GOP out of the
consecutive year, numerous accounting errors and policy borough’s top post for the first time since former Mayor
deficiencies. An excerpt of the report reads, “In the absence Joan Taf left office in 2003.
of a robust system of internal control, undiscovered errors
At Democratic headquarters—whose crowded
can subject honest employees to unwarranted suspicion of entrance resembled that of a popular club—results were
their actions.”
projected on the wall as they were tallied, precinct by
Some board members contended Plasky should not be precinct. About 15 minutes after polls closed, the Senior
criticized for his financial management because of the Center report arrived first: Mezzo, 143; Bronko, 87. It was a
BOE’s own regulatory shortcomings.
small sample size, but Mezzo’s supporters, many of whom
“I question the decision to deposit money in the sported “Team Mezzo” baseball hats—later replicated in
Quarterback Club and not return it to the players,” said cake format by Edible Dreams Custom Cakes Shop and
Rocky Vitale, who sided with Plasky. “But I went through the Bakery—exploded in a round of applause.
accounting sheet, and the numbers do add up.
They never stopped clapping. Their candidate swept all
Unfortunately, the Board of Education doesn’t have a finan- eight precincts en route to a decisive victory.
cial accounting policy.”
“I had one fear in this election, and it actually wasn’t
losing the election,” Mezzo told a crowd of more than 100
people after his win. “I had a fear of losing the election and
having people say it’s because we were too positive, and we
didn’t go negative in this campaign. I tell you what: We gave
Naugatuck a successful campaign for the mayor’s office
Summary: While negotiations about possible contract with dignity, with honor, about issues and about facts.”
concessions by the Naugatuck Teachers’ League will continIn one symbolic snapshot of the evening, a Mezzo supue to make headlines into the new year, they were not the porter held a teddy bear in each hand—one in Red Sox
only important labor talks in 2009. Several other unions in attire, the other wearing Yankees gear. In reality, the rivalry
all three towns agreed to pay freezes, which helped save between Mezzo and Bronko was much less heated than
jobs and money.
Boston vs. New York.
From the March 6 edition, by Callum Borchers: Almost
Mezzo commended both Bronko and Democratic pria month after he held a closed-door meeting with union mary opponent Kevin Knowles for running clean, issuesrepresentatives, Naugatuck Mayor Mike Bronko is one third oriented campaigns. Bronko echoed the sentiment after his
of the way toward achieving his goal of freezing union defeat.
wages for the 2009-10 fiscal year.
“I hope we set a precedent for how campaigns in
Both the Visiting Nurses Association and administra- Naugatuck should be run in the future,” he said.
tors’ union have accepted zero-increase contracts for one
In at least one way, the final pairing of Mezzo and
year, in exchange for job security. The borough will not lay Bronko was a meeting of two underdogs. Neither was
off any employees of those unions. Nine non-union depart- endorsed by his respective town committee in January: The
ment heads, including the mayor, also agreed to forego Republican Town Committee picked San Angelo, and the
scheduled pay raises, saving Naugatuck a total of $68,571 in Democrats tapped Knowles. Mezzo and Bronko then colsalaries.
lected petition signatures and forced primaries, which they
“I cannot stress enough how grateful the borough is to won March 9.

3. Mezzo, Democrats regain
power in borough

4. Unions accept pay freezes
to save jobs
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2. Gunntown Road parcel
remains passive
Summary: It’s imprudent to ever call the Gunntown
Road debate over, but after years of uncertainty about the
use of the 40-acre parcel, purchased by the borough in 1995,
open-space proponents appeared to emerge victorious this
year. Work on a football/soccer field on the plot had begun
under former Mayor Mike Bronko, but in his first official act
as Naugatuck’s new mayor, Bob Mezzo halted construction.
Four months later, the Board of Mayor and Burgesses voted
to preserve the land as passive open space.
From the Sept. 4 edition: The heated debate about
what the borough should do with roughly 40 acres of open
space off Gunntown Road may have finally reached its longawaited end.
Although the Board of Mayor and Burgesses voted, 9-1,
Tuesday evening against granting a conservation easement
on the property to the Naugatuck Land Trust, which would
have indefinitely restricted the land’s use to passive open
space, it eventually compromised by passing a measure to
keep Gunntown passive, under the control of the Parks and
Recreation Commission, with the addition of a deed restriction.
Ostensibly, the deed restriction would function somewhat like the easement, except it would not be valid into
perpetuity and would keep control and ownership of the
land internal. Restrictions might be based on a timeline, a
majority vote to overrule, or any number of other mechanisms.
The restriction will be subject to legal counsel and
board review and will need to be approved before the project gets underway. Additionally, the Parks Commission will
need to propose a plan for the property, which the board
must approve. Parks Commissioner Pat Wagner assured the
board that “We’ll get things going in a month, two months
tops.”
City Hill Middle school was packed with residents during the meeting Tuesday night; many held aloft signs promoting open space while the issue was discussed. Dozens
turned out to voice their opinions for or against the easement, and public comment lasted more than an hour. Some
railed against sports enthusiasts—one called the borough’s
enthusiasm for soccer “a disease”; others spoke out against
environmentalists. Still others asked the board why it was
talking about Gunntown and soccer fields when there are
bigger problems with public education and social services.
Opponents of the original easement weren’t necessarily against preserving the land as passive recreational
space—they simply saw enacting a prohibitive measure on
borough-owned property tantamount to giving away the
land.
Republican Burgess Bob Neth, who had expressed

some interest in selling the property for development, said
he would “prefer to see [Gunntown] developed for what [the
borough] bought it for,” which he said was a passive recreational area, akin to Hop Brook Lake in Middlebury. At the
same time, though, Neth didn’t see a prohibitive easement,
which would take control of the land from the borough and
give it to the Naugatuck Land Trust, as the answer. Under
the terms of the easement, the borough would have relinquished control of the property and restrictions on its proper use to the Land Trust while retaining ownership—and liability. In a showing of his signature pragmatism, Neth
motioned the alternative measure that eventually passed.

A more-than-$2 million budget
shortfall turned Board of Education
meetings into hot tickets in 2009.

1. Naugatuck Board of
Education in budget bind
Summary: Though school budget problems are ubiquitous throughout the state and even the country,
Naugatuck’s drew special attention this year. The school
system’s business manager resigned after an audit report
pilloried the district’s accounting practices for a second
straight year, the mayor called for the superintendent of
schools and Board of Education chairwoman to step down,
and students, parents and teachers turned BOE meetings
into rallies. As we enter 2010, the board and teachers’ union
remain stalemated in their efforts to negotiate contract
concessions, and significant job and programming rollbacks are possible.
From the Dec. 4 edition: After spending more than two
hours behind closed doors Monday night at City Hill Middle
School, the Board of Education emerged with a cost-saving
plan it hopes will make up all but $372,000 of a more-than$2 million budget deficit and prevent layoffs during the current school year.
The problem is the Naugatuck Teachers’ League won’t
entertain the proposal until the board puts to public vote a
concession package approved by the NTL Nov. 24.
About 200 parents, students, teachers and others
attended the meeting, which was held in the school’s auditorium. Some left while board members huddled in executive session, but many waited until the body returned, just
after 10 p.m.
When the board reconvened,
Chairwoman
Kathleen Donovan outlined
a series of cost-saving measures, chief among them a
A front-end loader sat
new health insurance prodormant this spring,
gram that would save an
after Mayor Bob
estimated
$892,489.
Mezzo fulfilled a camBeginning Jan. 1, the school
paign promise to
system would replace its
stop work
preferred provider organizaat Gunntown
tion (PPO) insurance with a
Road.
health
reimbursement
account. The board’s insurance
consultant,
Alan
Jackson, didn’t delve into
many specifics but assured
school employees that their
healthcare network would
remain unchanged.
“The benefit that you
will have is that it will help
the Board of Ed. meet some
of their budget obligations,”
Jackson said. “At the same
time, we feel that we’re
increasing your benefits and
including the state-mandated benefits so that you can
feel comfortable when we
propose this plan design.”
The board, which operates as a self-funded insurance company, would continue
to outsource management of its insurance program to
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield. Jackson said he
planned to compile a more detailed overview of the new
insurance plan on Tuesday and submit it to the Board of Ed.
for posting on its Web site.
The remaining cost-saving measures mirrored closely
the NTL’s Nov. 24 proposal, but in a statement released
Tuesday, the union declared it would not consider the
board’s offer until it votes on the NTL package, provides
insurance information for review by the league’s own consultant, and presents a detailed early retirement program.

Rather than vote on the NTL package Monday, the
board put together its own, similar plan that included the
following savings:
• Three teacher furlough days, for a savings of $438,000
• Delaying until the 2010-11 school year the implementation of seven hours of after-school common planning
time, for a savings of $105,000
• Four furlough days by administrators and district
supervisors, saving $40,000
• Three furlough days by non-union staff, saving
$17,700
• A reduced textbook budget, for a savings of $40,000
• A giveback by interim Business Manager Wayne
McAllister, saving $4,000
Those and other, unspecified cost cuts would save
$1,642,400, according to the board, leaving it $372,000 shy
of its projected budget obligations.
In addition, the board bowed to several other NTL
terms. It agreed to cancel spring parent-teacher conferences for all kindergarten through sixth-grade teachers. The
teachers’ union had said cancelation of the conferences,
which shorten regular school days to half days, would make
up some of the classroom time lost to furloughs.
The board also conceded a “sick bank,” which would
allow teachers to donate unused, paid sick days to severely
ill colleagues who need them. Teachers would be allowed to
donate one day each, up to 250 total days, through July
2010. Beginning July 1, 2010, a teacher suffering from longterm illness could apply to withdraw additional sick days
from the bank. The bank would be governed by a six-member committee, comprised of two teachers, two administrators and two BOE representatives. The maximum total withdrawal from the sick bank would be 93 days during the current fiscal year, which is five months complete, and 186 in
each of the 2010-11 and 2011-12 fiscal years.
The Board of Education had resisted consistently the
implementation of a sick bank; Donovan and board Vice
President Barbara Lewis told Citizen’s News in a Nov. 18
interview that the board already considers applications for
extended sick leave on a case-by-case basis, making such a
bank unnecessary.
Even as she read the terms of the sick bank at Monday’s
meeting, Donovan made it clear that the system would be
temporary.
“The sick bank program is for this concession package
only and does not constitute bargaining history, nor does it
set precedent,” she said. “Either party will have the opportunity, as always, to propose a long-term employee stability
plan during the next contract negotiations, the cost of
which would be considered with other contract costs.”
The board also acquiesced to the union’s request to
negotiate an early retirement incentive plan—though the
NTL’s response statement said it wants specific terms
before it will consider the rest of the cost-saving proposal—
and promised a good-faith effort to avoid requesting further concessions for the remainder of the current contract,
which runs through the 2011-12 fiscal year.
“However,” Donovan qualified, “because the board’s
budget is subject to allocation of dollars from the borough
and its residents, any certainty is beyond the board’s control.”
There was one major element of the NTL’s proposal
missing from that of the board: The resignation of
Superintendent of Schools Dr. John Tindall-Gibson. The
union, which last month voted no confidence in the 62year-old school chief, included his departure as a condition
of its concession package. Tindall-Gibson has insisted
repeatedly that he will not step down.
Though the teachers’ other terms appear largely satisfied by the board’s proposal, NTL Vice President and
spokesman Charley Marenghi said Tuesday the absence of
Tindall-Gibson’s resignation is a deal-breaker.
“If he doesn’t resign, our offer is off the table,” he said.
“It was an all-or-nothing package.”

